
Peppers – Sweet Pg 1

*Limited quantities of all plants, so inclusion on this list is no guarantee of availability*

Variety Description
Days to 

Maturity

Baby Bell
Sweet mini-peppers, one to two inches either red 
or yellow. Compact plants suitable for containers 
or as ornamentals in the garden.

75

Big Red

Open pollinated with great yields of 4", thick-
walled, very sweet red peppers. Texture is crisp 
with a delicious flavor. Native to Central and South 
America.

75

California Wonder

Smooth, blocky, 4" x 4", thick-walled, very sweet 
and mild fruits. Matures from light green to 
golden yellow or red on 22" - 26" sturdy, upright 
plants that continuously set fruit.

75

Carnival Blend
Classic big bells start green, then turn to orange, 
purple, yellow, red.

70

Glow F1

This orange-gold colored pepper is fruity in flavor. 
Use in pineapple or mango salsa, salads or in 
sauces. Thick-walled fruit that tapers; 4" - 5" long. 
Prolific producer.

55-70

Baby Bell
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Peppers – Sweet Pg 2

*Limited quantities of all plants, so inclusion on this list is no guarantee of availability*

Variety Description
Days to 

Maturity

Jolene's Red Italian

Brilliantly colored red fruit, 8" - 9" long with 
smooth sides, medium-thick walls that taper to a 
slightly blunt tip. Plant produces fruit late in fall. 
Good for salads, snacking, pizzas, etc.

80

Kaleidoscope Blend

Mix of 5 pepper varieties, Diamond, Orange Sun, 
Purple Beauty, Big Red and Chocolate Beauty. 
Great for salads and stir fries.

68-80

King Arthur Hybrid

A hybrid variety with massive, thick-walled, 4 - 
1/2" fruits that mature  from green to red. Early 
bearer with excellent disease resistance, plant 
vigor and exceptional yields.

60

King of the North Bell

Thrives in cooler summer weather and yields 
crisp bells that begin green and mature to red 
until frost. Great for short season growers. Nice, 
blocky, good flavored fruits that can be picked 
green or red.

70

Lunchbox Red

Smooth, red fruits average 2" - 2-1/2" long by 1" 
wide. Extra sweet in flavor. Plants are tall and 
strong, yielding lots of snack-type peppers.

75

Kaleidoscope Blend

King Arthur Hybrid

King of 
the North BellLunchbox Red



*Limited quantities of all plants, so inclusion on this list is no guarantee of availability*

Peppers – Sweet Pg 3

Variety Description
Days to 

Maturity

Lunchbox Yellow

Beautiful, mini-sized peppers that can be sauteed 
or eaten as a healthy snack. Sweet, fruity-flavored 
peppers average 2-1/3" - 3" long by 1-1/2 "  wide 
and ripen from green to yellow to with a high yield. 
golden-yellow. Tall, strong plants 

75

Mama Mia Giallo Hybrid

Luminous yellow-gold fruits adorn 24" plants. Long, 
tapered 7"- 9" peppers are smooth-skinned and 
uniform in shape. One of the earliest yellow sweet 
peppers. Excellent fresh, roasted, or grilled. 
Resistant to TMV.

80

Marconi Rosso
Italian sweet pepper. Grows between 8" and 9" 
long. Tasty green as well as red. An early variety 
with high yields.

90

Mini Bell Blend
Peppers are tiny, some being an inch long and wide. 
Compact plants grow to 15" in height. Cute, with 
robustly sweet taste and multiple uses.

60

Mocha Swirl Hybrid
Striped 4" fruits ripen from green and white to rich 
chocolate-red. Compact plants are perfect in 
containers. Great for snacking.

50-70
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*Limited quantities of all plants, so inclusion on this list is no guarantee of availability*

Peppers – Sweet Pg 4

Variety Description
Days to 

Maturity

Napoleon
Upright 2ft plants, 8in elongated mild bells ripen from green to red, 
great for stuffing, fresh eating or roasting.

70-90

Nibbler Red 
Hybrid

Sweet, snack-sized peppers are seedless and ready to eat right off 
the plant. Glossy, 4" bright-red peppers have a very crisp texture. 
No seeds means simple slicing. Not recommended for green 
harvest. Plants are 3' - 4' tall.

70

Nibbler Yellow 
Hybrid

Sweet, snack-sized peppers are seedless and ready to eat right off 
the plant. Glossy, 4" bright-yellow peppers have a very crisp texture. 
No seeds means simple slicing. Not recommended for green 
harvest. Plants are 3' - 4' tall. 

70

Orange Bell

Very sweet hybrid. Ripens from green to deep, tangerine orange. 
Large blocky fruits (4" to 5" long) with thick walls. Sweetest of the 
colored peppers, it provides a great source of plants that contain 
antioxidants - try in salsa, salads, or cooking. Plants are resistant to 
tobacco mosaic virus.

70

Pimento Elite 
Hybrid

The first hybrid pimento features extra-sweet, heart-shaped, thick-
walled fruits maturing from green to red. Best when roasted and 
peeled. Prolific, disease resistant plants.

75

Napolean

Nibbler Red and
Yellow Hybrid

Orange Bell

Pimento Elite Hybrid



Peppers – Sweet Pg 5

*Limited quantities of all plants, so inclusion on this list is no guarantee of availability*

Variety Description Days to Maturity

Piquillo
3" sweet tasting fruit with little to no heat. Good 
in containers.  SHU 500-1000

75

Pizza My Heart

“Sweet with a bit of heat,” three and a half inch 
pepper. Crunchy texture and sweet, with a bit of 
spice flavor. Compact plants reach 2' - 2-1/2' tall 
at maturity. The compact size makes it ideal for 
growing in containers or garden beds.

80

Pizza Pepper
Thick walled, 3-4" prolific peppers on 14-18" 
plants. Hint of spice. 

80

Purple Beauty 
Sweet

Reliable plants produce high yields of this 
delicious, onyx-colored peppers. Compact plants 
average 18" in height with large, 4" black fruit 
that ripen to deep purple. Flavorful, crisp and 
juicy with a thick wall.

75

Piquillo

Pizza My Heart
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Purple Beauty Sweet



*Limited quantities of all plants, so inclusion on this list is no guarantee of availability*

Peppers – Sweet Pg 6

Variety Description
Days to 

Maturity

Sweet Banana

Medium-sized wax pepper with a mild, tangy taste. Prolific with 
25-30 pods per small plant. Sleek, tapered fruit reaches 6-7 
inches long, 2 inches wide and with a translucent ivory color 
when immature, ripening quickly to red-orange. Good for 
containers.

65-70

Sweet Big Red
3-4 lobed blocky bell weighs 6 oz and 5-6in long and 5in wide 
on 24in tall plants. Thick walled with sweet flesh. Mature is 
dark red.

75

Tolli's Sweet Italian
5" long, scarlet-red, heirloom pepper. Great for frying, canning, 
eating fresh and in sauces.

75-86

Yellow Dream
Flavor-charged yellow, tapered 3" sweet peppers. Attractive in 
containers, these prolific plants require full sun and are heat 
tolerant. Good for all growing zones from 1 - 11.

70
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